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Learning Set Representations for LWIR In-Scene
Atmospheric Compensation
Nicholas Westing , Student Member, IEEE, Kevin C. Gross , Brett J. Borghetti , Jacob Martin, and Joseph Meola
Abstract—Atmospheric compensation of long-wave infrared
(LWIR) hyperspectral imagery is investigated in this article using
set representations learned by a neural network. This approach
relies on synthetic at-sensor radiance data derived from collected
radiosondes and a diverse database of measured emissivity spectra
sampled at a range of surface temperatures. The network loss
function relies on LWIR radiative transfer equations to update
model parameters. Atmospheric predictions are made on a set
of diverse pixels extracted from the scene, without knowledge of
blackbody pixels or pixel temperatures. The network architecture
utilizes permutation-invariant layers to predict a set representa-
tion, similar to the work performed in point cloud classification.
When applied to collected hyperspectral image data, this method
shows comparable performance to Fast Line-of-Sight Atmospheric
Analysis of Hypercubes-Infrared (FLAASH-IR), using an auto-
mated pixel selection approach. Additionally, inference time is
significantly reduced compared to FLAASH-IR with predictions
made on average in 0.24 s on a 128 pixel by 5000 pixel data
cube using a mobile graphics card. This computational speed-up
on a low-power platform results in an autonomous atmospheric
compensation method effective for real-time, onboard use, while
only requiring a diversity of materials in the scene.
Index Terms—Atmospheric compensation, dimension reduction,
hyperspectral imagery, neural networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
HYPERSPECTRAL sensors continue to improve in bothspatial and spectral resolution, allowing for a wide range
of applications such as land cover mapping, search and rescue
operations, and target detection [1]–[3]. Each hyperspectral
image (HSI) pixel contains information sampled across hun-
dreds of narrow spectral channels creating a 3-D data cube:
Width by height by spectral channel. HSI data collected in the
long-wave infrared (LWIR) region of the electromagnetic spec-
trum (8–14 μm) contains surface emissivity and temperature
information. These measurements are important for atmospheric
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modeling, climate change studies, and urban heat island anal-
ysis [4], [5]. Efficiently and accurately extracting emissivity
and temperature information remains a challenging problem.
The goal of this article is, with limited assumptions on material
content in a scene, to develop and evaluate an efficient method
for extracting atmospheric information from a LWIR HSI data
cube.
Compared to the reflective region of the electromagnetic spec-
trum (0.4–2.5 μm), the LWIR domain is dominated by emission
of surface materials and atmospheric constituents. The at-sensor
radiance L(λ) for a Lambertian surface can be described by the
simplified LWIR radiative transfer model [3], as follows:
L(λ) = τ(λ) [(λ)B(λ, T ) + [1− (λ)]Ld(λ)] + La(λ) (1)
where
λ wavelength;
T material temperature;
τ(λ) atmospheric transmission;
(λ) material emissivity;
B(λ, T) Planckian distribution;
Ld(λ) downwelling atmospheric radiance;
La(λ) atmospheric path (upwelling) radiance.
The Planckian distribution is as follows:
B(λ, T ) =
2hc2
λ5
1
ehc/λkT − 1 (2)
where c is the speed of light, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and
h is Planck’s constant. Transmittance and path radiance are
spectrally varying quantities which depend on the spatially
varying temperature and constituent concentrations in the at-
mosphere [6]. Water vapor, ozone, and carbon dioxide are
among the most important infrared-active gases affecting the
remotely sensed spectrum. Path radiance represents atmospheric
emission directly into the sensor line of sight, while downwelling
radiance represents atmospheric emission toward the surface.
Assuming a Lambertian surface, downwelling radiance is a
cosine-weighted average over the entire hemisphere above the
surface. Downwelling radiance reflected off the surface enters
the sensor line of sight, requiring reflective materials to estimate
this term.
Emissivity retrieval from L(λ) can be divided into two steps:
Atmospheric compensation and temperature/emissivity separa-
tion (TES). Atmospheric compensation methods estimate the
transmittance, upwelling radiance, and downwelling radiance
(TUD) (τ(λ), La(λ), Ld(λ)) vector allowing estimation of the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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surface-leaving radiance Ls(λ)
Ls(λ) =
L(λ)− La(λ)
τ(λ)
= (λ)B(λ, T ) + [1− (λ)]Ld(λ).
(3)
Next, TES algorithms are applied to simultaneously estimate
(λ) and T . Separating these terms is complicated by their
coupling in the emissive portion of the surface-leaving radiance.
For a sensor with K spectral bands, estimating (λ) and T
is an underdetermined problem as there are K + 1 unknowns
((λ), T ) and only K observed radiance values. TES algorithms
apply constraints to (λ) making the estimation problem more
tractable. Typically, (λ) is an assumed smoother function of
wavelength than the observed atmospheric features [7]. Addi-
tionally, if the downwelling radiance can be estimated, emissiv-
ity can be expressed as follows [8]:
(λ) =
Ls(λ)− Ld(λ)
B(λ, Tˆ )− Ld(λ)
(4)
where Tˆ is the estimated pixel temperature. Pixel temperature is
determined by minimizing atmospheric features in the estimated
emissivity profile, resulting in a smoother spectral emissivity.
More recent methods such as subspace-based TES [9] project
the original data to a lower dimensional subspace to deter-
mine maximum-likelihood estimates of both temperature and
emissivity.
This study presents a new method for in-scene LWIR atmo-
spheric compensation using a neural network approach with
minimal assumptions on scene material content, while effi-
ciently producing comparable results to other compensation
methods on collected HSI data. The DeepSets network intro-
duced in [10] is the basis of our approach and so our method is
named DeepSet Atmospheric Compensation (DAC). The DAC
algorithm relies on a nonlinear TUD vector dimension reduction
performed using an autoencoder (AE) network to reconstruct
spectrally resolved TUD vectors. This low-dimensional TUD
representation is utilized with permutation-invariant neural net-
work layers to fully reconstruct the TUD vector for a given set
of pixels. No blackbody pixel assumptions are made and pixel
temperature estimates are not necessary to predict the underlying
TUD vector. In the next section, a review of various atmospheric
compensation methods is presented, highlighting differences
between previous methods and our new compensation approach.
A. Atmospheric Compensation Methods
Atmospheric compensation algorithms can be divided into
two paradigms: Model-based methods and in-scene methods.
Radiative transfer models such as MODerate resolution at-
mospheric TRANsmission (MODTRAN) support model-based
compensation methods using the known or estimated atmo-
spheric state information (column water vapor, trace gas content)
to calculate the TUD vector in (1) [11], [12]. Model-based
methods are computationally more expensive than in-scene
methods, but they can be implemented efficiently if lookup
tables encompassing expected conditions are computed before
collecting data [13].
One model-based approach considered in this study is Fast
Line-of-Sight Atmospheric Analysis of Hypercubes-Infrared
(FLAASH-IR), which retrieves scene atmospheric parameters
based on a lookup table of precomputed TUD vectors from
MODTRAN [11]. The lookup table is generated by varying
atmospheric surface temperature, water vapor column density,
and an ozone scaling factor. Typically, 10–20 pixels must be
selected consisting of varying brightness and emissivity pro-
files. High reflectivity materials are useful for downwelling
radiance estimation and should be included in pixel selec-
tion. Mean-squared error between the observed radiance and
predicted radiance is minimized by varying surface tempera-
ture and atmospheric scaling parameters to recover the TUD
vector. As will be shown later, our approach also benefits
when reflective materials are present in the scene but se-
lects these materials automatically through a spectral angle
measurement.
Another LWIR atmospheric compensation approach utilizing
a MODTRAN lookup table and a coupled subspace model is
presented in [14]. This approach utilizes singular value de-
composition (SVD) to form basis matrices of transmittance
and upwelling radiance. Blackbody pixels are identified using
the basis matrices to retrieve surface leaving radiance. The
DAC algorithm utilizes an AE model to perform dimension
reduction on the TUD vectors, similar to the SVD approach
employed in [14]. Nonlinear dimension reduction using an AE
model allows for lower reconstruction error compared to linear
approaches but requires additional training data to properly fit
the network weights.
In-scene methods typically do not rely on lookup tables to
estimate atmospheric parameters, but some material information
is required to make the atmospheric compensation problem
tractable. One of the most common approaches is the in-scene
atmospheric compensation method that first identifies blackbody
pixels ((λ) ≈ 1), where at-sensor radiance can be described
by [15]
L(λ) = τ(λ)B(λ, T ) + La(λ). (5)
A linear fit is performed on each spectral channel to estimate
τ(λ) and La(λ). Each pixel temperature must be determined
prior to this fitting procedure. Temperature estimates are made
in the most transmissive spectral bands but can be systematically
biased. Water absorption features near 11.73 μm are used to
reduce biases introduced by inaccurate surface temperature es-
timates. Treating τ(λ) and La(λ) as independent fit parameters,
when in fact they are strongly correlated, can also exaggerate fit
errors [16].
II. METHODOLOGY
Training the DAC algorithm requires a library of world-
wide atmospheric measurements, forward modeled with MOD-
TRAN, forming a training set of diverse TUD vectors. Addition-
ally, a low-dimensional representation of these TUD vectors is
used to reduce model fitting complexity [17]. Next, the TUD
vector dimension reduction process is reviewed and how this
method fuses with DAC is explained.
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Fig. 1. TUD vectors are compressed by the encoder into the latent space and
then reconstructed by the decoder network. Reconstruction error is minimized
through weight updates during the training process. Additionally, a scalar altitude
input is also presented with the TUD vector allowing the model to scale to
multiple altitudes.
A. TUD Vector Dimension Reduction
The Thermodynamic Initial Guess Retrieval (TIGR) database
is derived from over 80 000 radiosonde measurements collected
worldwide and consists of 2311 atmospheric temperature, water
vapor, and ozone measurements on a fixed pressure grid [18],
[19]. These measurements are filtered for cloud-free conditions
with 96% relative humidity threshold reducing the number of
atmospheric measurements to 1755.
To increase the number of training samples used for neural
network fitting, a data augmentation strategy is employed on
the remaining 1755 atmospheric measurements. First, principal
component analysis (PCA) is applied to the measurements using
15 components for each air mass category (Tropical, Polar,
etc.). Reconstructing low altitude atmospheric measurements
is weighted more heavily in the PCA fitting process since
these measurements have a greater impact on the resulting
TUD vector. A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is fit to the
15-dimensional space and sampling this GMM creates new
measurement components that are transformed back into pres-
sure level measurements. After filtering these measurements for
relative humidity, they are included in the training data.
All atmospheric measurements are forward modeled using
MODTRAN 6.0 to create high-resolution TUD vectors based
on a NADIR sensor zenith angle. In this study, the Spatially
Enhanced Broadband Array Spectrograph System (SEBASS)
instrument line shape (ILS) is applied to the high-resolution
output, creating sensor-specific TUD vectors [20]. Training,
validation, and test data partitioning is based on total optical
depth of the original TIGR measurements resulting in 161
validation TUD vectors and 179 test TUD vectors. Combining
the remaining TIGR samples with the augmented data results in
8450 training TUD vectors. Each training sample is considered
at 17 different altitudes (0.15–3.05 km), leading to a training set
of 143 650 TUD vectors. This altitude range was used because
previously collected SEBASS data spanned these altitudes. Val-
idation and test samples are generated at altitudes not considered
in the training set.
Similar to the work performed in [17], a low-dimensional
representation of the generated TUD vector library is created
using an AE network (Fig. 1). An AE consists of two networks,
an encoder and decoder, to perform nonlinear data compression.
The encoder transforms input data y ∈ Rd to the latent space
representation z ∈ Rl where l  d. The decoder reconstructs
the input from z to produce yˆ and weights are updated based on
the error between y and yˆ. The entire AE data transformation
can be expressed with
z = f(Wzy + bz)
yˆ = f(Wyz+ by) (6)
whereWz andWy are the encoder and decoder weight matrices,
respectively. Additionally, a bias term is also used at each node,
represented by bz and by . The function f is a nonlinear trans-
form used throughout the network. In this work, we consider
two activation functions: The leaky rectified linear unit (RELU)
and the exponential linear unit (ELU) described by
Leaky RELU(x) =
{
x, if x > 0
αx, if x ≤ 0
ELU(x) =
{
x, if x > 0
α(exp(x)− 1), if x ≤ 0
where α allows information to flow through the network when
the activation function output is negative.
Networks weights are updated using their individual contri-
bution to overall network error, measured by the loss function.
The loss function, which was presented previously [17], features
both a standard reconstruction error term as well as an at-sensor
apparent radiance error
L (yˆ,y) =
1
3K
3K∑
i=1
(yˆi − yi)2
+
γ
MK
M∑
j=1
K∑
i=1
(Lyˆ(λi, j)− Ly(λi, j))2 . (7)
Here, y is the truth TUD vector, yˆ is the reconstructed vector, K
is the number of spectral channels, andLyˆ(λi, j) andLy(λi, j)
are the at-sensor radiance values for the vectors yˆ and y. Ad-
ditionally, a linear sampling of M gray-body emissivity values
between 0 and 1 are used to calculate this loss term, improving
reconstruction error for reflective and emissive materials [17].
The hyperparameter γ controls the relative importance be-
tween the contribution of the TUD mean-squared error and the
at-sensor radiance mean-squared error within the loss function
and is set to γ = 1 in this study. As γ approaches zero, more
emphasis is placed on TUD mean-squared error resulting in
higher reconstruction error for reflective materials as shown
in [17]. Similarly, when γ > 1, more emphasis is placed on
at-sensor radiance error. The TUD mean-squared error term is
necessary to stabilize training, and in our experience, increasing
γ to a large value can lead to unstable AE training.
The TUD AE presented here differs from the work of [17]
because sensor altitude is also included in the model. This
scalar input allows the AE to correctly reconstruct TUD vectors
at a range of altitudes making the model more applicable to
real-world scenarios where sensor altitude varies. For sensors
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Fig. 2. Permutation-invariant transform φ(X) used in this study consists of
a neural network applied to all pixels in the set X followed by a centering
operation of the transformed pixel representations. The set S is transformed by
a dense layer and upsampled. The N × 256 set representation is collapsed into
a single permutation-invariant set representation through a max operation.
operating at a constant altitude, this model can be retooled to
consider a small range of altitudes in the sensor’s operating
range or a single altitude can be considered as was previously
demonstrated in [17]. Validation and test sets consist of hold
out samples where neither the atmospheric state nor the sensor
altitude were observed in the training set. Performance on vali-
dation and test sets explains the network’s ability to generalize to
new samples or highlights models that are overfit to the training
data.
1) Autoencoder Metrics: TUD vector reconstruction error
must be placed in context of the overall remote sensing goal to
select AE models with the best performance. Predicted at-sensor
radiance is calculated using the predicted TUD vector, a range of
gray-body emissivity values, and an assumed pixel temperature.
Since this study is focused on the LWIR domain, spectral radi-
ance values were transformed to brightness temperatureTBB(λ)
for conveniently representing model errors.TBB(λ) is computed
by inverting Planck’s function, as follows:
TBB(λ) =
hc
λk ln
(
2hc2
λ5L(λ) + 1
) . (8)
The root mean square error (RMSE) in Kelvin can be calculated
with
Et =
√√√√ 1
K
K∑
i=1
(
TBB(λi)− TˆBB(λi)
)2
(9)
where index t corresponds to a test gray body t(λ) used in (1)
to compute L(λ). The test emissivity values range from 0 to 1
producing an RMSE describing overall performance between
reflective and emissive materials for the AE model. Next, the
entire in-scene atmospheric compensation method is introduced,
utilizing the fit AE model.
B. In-Scene Atmospheric Compensation
Numerous methods are available for LWIR in-scene atmo-
spheric compensation, typically relying on the selection of
blackbody pixels to determine τ(λ) and La(λ). Rather than fol-
lowing this paradigm, the DAC algorithm relies on an automated
selection of diverse pixels, without the knowledge of (λ) or
pixel temperature to estimate atmospheric effects on LWIR HSI
data.
Fig. 3. ρ(·) network is shown highlighting the use of skip connections to
propagate the set representation to deeper layers. The input to this network
is the result of the permutation-invariant set extraction concatenated with the
sensor altitude, as. Each layer inside the network block contains 50 nodes and
the predicted latent space contains 4 components.
Given N diverse pixels X = {x1, . . . ,xN}, extracted from a
data cube collected acrossK bands,xi ∈ RK , the DAC network,
D(X), must predict the AE low-dimensional representation z.
Since this function operates over a set of extracted pixels, D(X)
must be permutation-invariant to the pixel selection order. Addi-
tionally, this network must also provide similar predictions as the
number of pixels varies within the set X. After predicting z, the
previously trained decoder network d(·) can be used to recon-
struct the full TUD vector. Since the TUD vector is the same for
all pixels in the scene, the DAC network will utilize information
from multiple pixels at once to estimate the latent space z. This
class of problems is referred to as set-input learning where a sin-
gle target corresponds to a set of input samples [10], [21], [22].
Recently, new network architectures have been investigated for
domains such as point cloud classification, anomaly detection,
and image tagging to address set-input learning, referred to as
DeepSets or PointNet for point cloud classification [10], [23].
These architectures utilize a permutation-invariant function φ(·)
to extract a set feature vector. This operation can be broken
down into two steps: Set transformation and set decomposition.
Set transformation is performed by φ(·) with U output nodes to
produce the set V as follows:
V = φ(X) V ∈ RN×U . (10)
Next, set decomposition can be performed using any
permutation-invariant function. In this study, the maximum
value is taken across the N pixels resulting in the set feature
vector u as follows:
uj = max
i∈N
Vij u ∈ R1×U . (11)
The entire permutation-invariant function can be written as
follows:
D(X) = ρ
(
max
i∈N
φ(X)
)
(12)
where ρ is another transformation (neural network) applied to
the set feature vector u. Additionally, φ(X) can be applied to
any number of N inputs since the max operator pools all N
samples into a set feature vector.
The max decomposition of φ(X) is shown in Fig. 2. First,
a K node neural network layer transforms the at-sensor radi-
ance pixels into the set S. Next, S is centered to encode the
overall set information in the learned representation improving
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convergence during training. This operation is similar to batch
normalization [24]; however, we apply this normalization across
the transformed set, rather than the batch. After set centering,
a layer containing M nodes is used to transform the centered
representation before upsampling. The number of nodes M is a
hyperparameter we vary during model evaluation. Upsampling
layers are required to provide enough information in the set
feature vector for the following ρ(·) network to predict the target
value. The upsampling layers create the set V ∈ RN×256.
The ρ(·) network predicts the low-dimensional TUD rep-
resentation zˆ using the set information extracted by the
max decomposition. The previously fit decoder network
d(·) returns the fully spectrally resolved TUD vector such
that (τˆ(λ), Lˆa(λ), Lˆd(λ)) = d(zˆ).
Predictions made by ρ(·) are altitude dependent. To include
this information in D(X), the sensor altitude as is concatenated
to the input of ρ(·) (Fig. 3). This allows ρ(·) to modify its
low-dimensional prediction zˆ to changes in altitude, ultimately
making the model more applicable for real-world conditions.
The ρ(·) network shown in Fig. 3 makes extensive use of skip
connections, allowing the extracted 1× 257 vector to propagate
to deeper network layers. Finally, combining the max decompo-
sition and ρ(·) networks, the DAC algorithm can be expressed
as follows:
D(X, as) = ρ
(
max
i∈N
[φ(X)] , as
)
. (13)
To identify the best network architecture, hyperparameter
sweeps were performed on the number of nodes M in φ(X)
and the number of nodes per layer in ρ(·). Additionally, batch
size, learning rates, and activation functions were also varied.
The network architecture used in these study sets M = 90
in the φ(X) network utilizing the ELU activation function.
Additionally, the ρ(·) network contains three layers containing
50 nodes, all using the ELU activation function. The network
was trained with N = 50; however, this can be varied during
model evaluation since the max decomposition is along the
pixel axis. A learning rate of 0.001 and a batch size of 64 was
used to fit network weights. The Adam optimization algorithm
was used for calculating weight updates [25]. Networks were
constructed using Python 3.6.8, Keras version 2.2.4, Tensorflow
1.15, and hyperparameter sweeps were conducted across 20
graphic processing units (GPUs) using Ray Tune version 0.7.6
[26], [27]. Since the AE and DAC models only use 132 MB of
memory, multiple models can be trained in parallel on a single
GPU. The model contains 109 026 weights that are fit through
the training process discussed next.
C. Algorithm Training
Each training example consists of a set of at-sensor radiance
spectra X and the low-dimensional TUD representation z gen-
erated by the encoder network. Creating the at-sensor radiance
spectra requires a library of emissivity spectra, TUD vectors,
and a method for assigning pixel temperatures.
Pixel emissivity spectra are selected from the Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer
Algorithm 1: Set Generation.
Input: , τ , La , Ld , to, N
Output: L
Emissivity Selection :
1: t = U(0.75, 1.0)
2: f =  s.t. ¯ < t
3: R = f s.t. ¯f < t − 0.10
4: E = f s.t. ¯f ≥ t − 0.10
5: PE = U(0.5, 0.95)
6: NE = int(PE ·N)
7: NR = N −NE
8: S = [NR samples from R, NE samples from E]
At-Sensor Radiance Generator
9: w = U(2, 20)
10: for i = 0 to N do
11: T = U(to − w, to + w)
12: Ls = S [i]B(T ) + (1− S [i])Ld
13: L[i] = τLs +La
14: end for
15: return L
(ASTER) database and downsampled using the SEBASS ILS. To
verify model performance on new data, 200 emissivity spectra
are held out leaving 978 profiles for training. The held out
emissivity spectra contain a range of reflective and emissive
materials to evaluate model performance.
Selecting the N emissivity spectra for a particular training
set begins by dividing the ASTER database into emissive and
reflective samples. To model a wide range of scenes, an initial
emissivity threshold is calculated, t ∼ U(0.75, 1.0), where
U is a uniform distribution. Emissivity spectra with means
exceeding this threshold are removed resulting in a filtered emis-
sivity database f . The filtered database is divided into emissive
samples E and reflective samples R based on a threshold of
t − 0.10.
Next, the percent of emissive samples PE in the set N
is sampled according to PE ∼ U(0.5, 0.95). The number of
reflective, NR, and emissive, NE , materials in the scene are
determined by PE . Emissivity spectra are sampled from the
emissive and reflective portions of the filtered ASTER database
forming the set emissivity spectra S . This process is outlined in
Algorithm 1 under emissivity selection, where  corresponds to
the training or validation ASTER database samples. By varying
PE and t, training sets dominated by blackbody pixels with
little diversity can be created, and highly diverse scenes can be
created containing both reflective and emissive materials.
After selecting a set of N emissivity spectra, N pixel tem-
peratures must be assigned to calculate at-sensor radiance. The
surface-level temperature measurement to from the TIGR data
is used to assign pixel temperatures Ti such that Ti ∼ U(to −
w, to + w), where w ∼ U(2, 20). By allowing the Ti uniform
distribution width to vary, scenes containing little temperature
variation and high temperature variation can be generated. After
initializing the emissivity spectra and pixel temperatures, a set
of at-sensor radiance values L are calculated for a single TUD
vector as shown by the entire set generation process in Algorithm
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Fig. 4. Entire DAC network training pipeline is shown highlighting the inputs
to the set generation algorithm resulting in the at-sensor radiance pixelsX. Using
the known sensor altitude as the DAC model D(·) predicts the low-dimensional
TUD representation such that the decoder model d(·) can reconstruct the TUD
vector. The loss function L (yˆ,y) (7) directs weight updates within the DAC
network.
Fig. 5. Example of set X is shown in the bottom right plot where N = 50.
The lowest atmospheric temperature measurement was 296 K for the given TUD
vector. The emissivity threshold t was 0.85, sampled PE was 0.75, resulting in
a mean emissivity less than 0.75 for 25% of the materials and a mean emissivity
between 0.75 and 0.85 for 75% of the materials.
1. Fig. 4 shows the entire training process to include the role
of the DAC model, decoder model, and overall network loss
calculation. Fig. 5 shows the result of this process for 50 sampled
emissivity spectra, where t = 0.85,PE = 0.75, and the surface
temperature was 296 K.
Considering the 978 emissivity training spectra and the set
size N = 50, the number of possible emissivity training sets is(
978
50
)
= 3× 1084. Additionally, each pixel emissivity temper-
ature is randomly sampled following the strategy outlined in
Algorithm 1 further increasing the number of training samples
for a single TUD vector. Using 8450 TUD vectors sampled
at 17 altitudes results in a large training data set to fit the
DAC network. Based on the large number of training samples
possible, spectral noise was not added to the ASTER emissivity
spectra. Similarly for the validation set, the number of emissivity
spectra combinations based on 200 hold out emissivity spectra is
(
200
50
)
= 4.5× 1047, and 161 TUD vectors are considered across
two altitudes, none of which were a part of the training data.
While the number of possible training and validation samples
is very large, we find that training only requires 150 iterations
for network performance to converge. During each training
iteration, 50 batches are randomly generated from the training
TUD database. Specifically, using a batch size of 64, the set
generation algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 is executed 64 times
to generate a single training batch. During each training iteration,
weight updates are made based on 3200 TUD vectors.
The encoder network of the previously trained AE model is
used to map the underlying TUD vector to the low-dimensional
representation z. The DAC algorithm predicts zˆ such that the
decoder network d(·) can fully reconstruct the TUD vector.
The same loss function used in the AE model training (7) is
used for the DAC network, L (d(zˆ), d(z)), where the inputs
are the decoder transformed TUD vectors. Again, M gray-body
emissivity values ej between 0 and 1 are used to calculate DAC
loss, allowing network weight updates to minimize at-sensor
radiance error for reflective and emissive materials.
D. Pixel Selection
Applying the trained model to real data requires the selection
of N pixels to predict zˆ and ultimately the cube TUD vector.
This selection process should be automated, increasing data
throughput, while providing reliable results. As shown in Fig. 2,
the set X must contain some pixel diversity to extract a set
representation. Specifically, if all N pixels are identical, φ(X)
will converge to zero after centering the set S.
To extract N pixels from a real data cube, the mean at-sensor
radiance spectrum L¯(λ) is calculated. Next, the spectral angle
θi between pixel i and L¯(λ) is calculated as follows:
θi = cos
−1
(
Li(λ) · L¯(λ)
‖Li(λ)‖‖L¯(λ)‖
)
(14)
where ‖·‖ denotes the l2 norm andLi(λ) is the at-sensor radiance
for pixel i. After sorting all pixels by spectral angle from the
mean radiance spectrum, the 10% largest spectral angles are
used for pixel selection. First, the lowest spectral angle pixel
(90th percentile) is selected and a one-pixel guard band is applied
spatially. Any pixels within this guard band are removed from
the sorted array and no longer considered for selection. This
process is repeated by uniformly sampling N pixels across
the sorted spectral angle array. Endmember extraction tech-
niques were investigated for pixel selection but added signifi-
cant computational overhead without noticeable improvement
in algorithm performance. Anomaly detection approaches such
as Mahalanobis distance were also considered but did not yield
noticeable improvements while also requiring data covariance
calculation.
III. RESULTS
This section first presents the AE model results applied to the
TIGR data across a range of altitudes. The trained AE model is
then used to create the training data samples for fitting the DAC
model. After reporting training results for both methods, several
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Fig. 6. Brightness temperature RMSE is reported for TUD samples never used
in training the AE. The sensor altitudes also were never observed in the training
data demonstrating the model’s ability to generalize across new altitudes.
Fig. 7. DAC brightness temperature RMSE for the hold out synthetic data is
reported as a function of gray-body emissivity. The hold out data consisted of
TUD vectors never observed in the training data. Additionally, these hold out
samples were tested at new altitudes not included in the training set showing the
model interpolates to new TUD vectors and altitudes.
Fig. 8. At-sensor brightness temperature error contours are shown for the
DAC model for randomly sampled sets of pixel emissivity spectra with overall
mean and standard deviations shown. Here, w is the uniform distribution width
for sampling pixel temperatures. Errors decrease with increasingly diverse sets
of pixels and increased mean emissivity as expected from the LWIR radiative
transfer equation.
Fig. 9. Increasing the percentage of emissive samples PE leads to larger error
in the model’s downwelling prediction. This error is expected from (1) since
blackbody materials provide little information to resolve Ld(λ). The sets used
to generate this plot held t = 1.0 in Algorithm 1.
different measured hyperspectral data sets are used to verify
whether DAC performance is comparable to FLAASH-IR.
A. Autoencoder Results
The relative humidity filtered TIGR data and augmented
samples were used to fit the AE model. A hyperparameter sweep
was performed across the number of nodes per layer, number
of layers, batch size, learning rate, activation functions, latent
components, and loss functions. The network with minimum
brightness temperature RMSE on the validation TUD vectors
was selected. Additionally, each model was trained ten times
starting from a random weight initialization, and the model
with the best mean performance was selected as the best over-
all architecture. The selected model consisted of a two-layer
encoder with four latent components: 276-48-16-4 where 276
is the TUD vector dimension and 48-16 are the encoder layer
dimensions. The decoder is the reverse order of the encoder:
4-16-48-276. The leaky RELU activation function was used
with the at-sensor radiance loss described in (7). Model training
executed for 300 iterations, using a batch size of 64 and a learning
rate of 1× 10−4.
The RMSE in brightness temperature of the AE model is
shown in Fig. 6. These results are based on TUD vectors and al-
titudes not included in the training data, representing model per-
formance when new data is presented. Brightness temperature
RMSE increases for lower emissivity (higher reflectivity) ma-
terials where errors in transmission and downwelling radiance
are multiplied in the simplified LWIR radiative transfer equation.
The errors reported in Fig. 6 represent the lowest achievable error
of the DAC method since all DAC low-dimensional predictions
are transformed through the decoder network.
B. Synthetic Data Results
The DAC network results are shown in Fig. 7 for the vali-
dation TUD samples, emissivity profiles, and altitudes. Fig. 7
was formed by transforming validation TUD error to at-sensor
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Fig. 10. Real data TUD predictions where close agreement is observed for the atmospheric terms, τ(λ and La(λ), while larger deviations are seen for Ld(λ).
This cube was collected at 1856 L from an altitude of 0.45 km under clear sky conditions.
Fig. 11. Brightness temperature error is shown when using the measured
pixel emissivity and pixel labels to estimate individual pixel temperatures. The
materials are organized from left to right in increasing emissivity. The dashes
within each plot are the inner quartile range where the thick dashes are the
median error. The number of pixels per material are shown in parentheses.
brightness temperature using the gray-body emissivity shown
and the surface temperature measurement to from the TIGR
data. The performance shown in Fig. 7 demonstrates the DAC
the model’s ability to generalize while only increasing bright-
ness temperature RMSE by approximately 1 K for reflective
and emissive materials. Next, we consider scenes with varying
emissivity and temperature statistics to determine how these
parameters impact TUD estimation error.
To explore the DAC algorithm’s dependency on a diversity
of pixels, sets of N pixel sets were randomly sampled from the
ASTER database with varying scene statistics. The spectrally av-
eraged emissivity ¯i for a selected emissivity i measured across
K bands is ¯i = 1K
∑K
j=1 i(λj) and the set mean emissivity of
N selected emissivity spectra is μ = 1N
∑N
i=1 ¯i. Additionally,
the set standard deviation σ is calculated according to the
following:
σ =
√√√√ 1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
μ − ¯i. (15)
TABLE I
PREDICTED MATERIAL TEMPERATURES [K] USING PIXEL
LABELS TO MINIMIZE EMISSIVITY ERROR
The set mean and standard deviation were calculated for each
randomly sampled set. Sampling continued until a range of set
means and standard deviations were recorded. The standard
deviation represents the diversity of pixels within the scene,
while the set mean corresponds to reflective versus emissive
scenes.
TheseN pixel sets were used with varying temperature distri-
butions to determine DAC error. Fig. 8 shows the at-sensor error
in brightness temperature as a function of set mean and standard
deviation for the TUD validation set. The errors were calculated
using the sampled emissivity spectra and sampled pixel tempera-
tures whereTi = U(to − w, to + w). The two plots in Fig. 8 cor-
respond to different temperature uniform distribution widths w.
Errors decrease with increased mean emissivity because er-
rors in downwelling radiance play a less significant role as
emissivity approaches 1.0. Additionally, errors are also reduced
as the pixel diversity increases within a scene, supporting that
DAC relies on diverse pixels to estimate the TUD vector. These
trends are consistent for low temperature variance (w = 2) and
high temperature variance (w = 20), and the overall error is
lower as temperature variance increases. Additionally, a portion
of the error shown in Fig. 8 is derived from the AE errors shown
in Fig. 6. This is because all DAC predictions are transformed
through the AE decoder network. The errors shown in Fig. 8
represent at-sensor error but do not fully explain individually
how τ(λ), La(λ) and Ld(λ) errors vary. Next, additional N
pixel sets are created to further identify trends in these errors.
From the simplified LWIR radiative transfer equation, it
is expected that downwelling radiance prediction error will
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Fig. 12. Predicted emissivity curves are shown for both FLAASH-IR and
DAC. Emissivity estimates were made using the maximum-smoothness TES
technique [7].
Fig. 13. Brightness temperature errors are shown between the two methods
where TES was used with each TUD prediction to determine (λ) and T .
These estimates were forward modeled to determine the at-sensor radiance.
Comparable performance is observed, but the DAC method operates under 1 s
including automated pixel selection.
Fig. 14. Varying the input set sizeN between 5 and 200 pixels and performing
TES using the predicted TUD vectors demonstrates how set size impacts the
overall spectral angle error. For this cube, 5 pixels is not adequate to correctly
predict the TUD vector, but increasing to 10 pixels captures the necessary
diversity in the data.
increase when reflective materials are not present in the scene.
To verify this observation with the DAC model, synthetic data
sets were created containing an increasingly higher percentage
of emissive materials PE . Additionally, the emissivity threshold
in Algorithm 1 was set to 1.0 for set generation. As shown in
Fig. 9, the downwelling radiance error increases significantly
when scenes consist of materials with a mean emissivity greater
than 0.9. Also, transmittance and upwelling radiance errors are
unaffected by scenes consisting of nearly all blackbody pixels as
expected from (1). Next, the trained model is applied to collected
data cubes to evaluate atmospheric compensation performance
in a real-world scenario.
C. Real HSI Data Results
This study uses the same data cubes reported in [28] and [29],
collected at altitudes ranging from 0.45 to 2.7 km with the SE-
BASS LWIR imager. First, we consider a 128 by 5000 pixel cube
collected at 0.45 km under clear sky conditions. The collected
data contains varying size material panels at different tilt angles
and surface roughness. Only flat panels within the scene are
considered to evaluate downwelling radiance prediction accu-
racy. The labeled materials are: Foam Board, Low Emissivity
Panel (LowE), Glass, Medium Emissivity Panel (MedE), and
Sandpaper. The ground truth emissivity for each material was
measured with a D&P spectrometer. Measured emissivity spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 12 with emissivity predictions using TES
to be discussed later. Additionally, downwelling radiance was
also measured with a D&P spectrometer by measuring radiance
from an infragold sample.
The first hyperspectral data cube considered was collected at
1856 L from an altitude of 0.45 km under clear sky conditions.
Predictions from DAC and FLAASH-IR are shown in Fig. 10,
where the largest difference is in the downwelling radiance
component. The DAC Ld(λ) prediction closely aligns with the
D&P spectrometer measurement demonstrating the ability of
this method to extract information from reflective pixels in the
scene. Truth data for τ(λ) and La(λ) are not available; however,
these predictions are considered in the total at-sensor radiance
error discussed next.
Using the pixel labels to assume a known emissivity, at-sensor
radiance error can be calculated if pixel temperatures can be
estimated. Pixel temperature Ti is determined by minimizing
the mean-squared error between the measured and predicted
emissivity
min
Ti
1
K
K∑
j=1
((λj)− ˆi(λj))2 (16)
where the predicted emissivity is also a function of pixel
temperature
ˆi(λ)(Ti) =
Li(λ)− Lˆa(λ)− τˆ(λ)Lˆd(λ)
τˆ(λ)
[
B(λ, Ti)− Lˆd(λ)
] . (17)
Radiance predictions are made using the estimated TUD, esti-
mated pixel temperature, and measured emissivity. Fig. 11 shows
the resulting errors in brightness temperature where materials
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Fig. 15. Applying DAC and FLAASH-IR to a data cube collected at 1.2 Km shows good agreement between the two approaches. This data cube was collected at
a different time of day from the cube results reported in Figs. 10 and 13. The spectral angle errors are based on applying maximum-smoothness TES [7] using the
predicted TUD vectors. This cube was collected at 1638 L under clear sky conditions 5 d after the previous cube was collected. Violin plots are not shown because
the number of pixels per material is significantly smaller at this altitude.
are organized in increasing emissivity from left to right. The
number of pixels per material is shown in parentheses and violin
plots are used to display the distribution of errors. For this data
cube, the DAC predictions result in lower error across a range of
material emissivity spectra, with only small improvements for
the highest emissivity material, sandpaper. A log-scale is used
in Fig. 11 to highlight differences in LowE and MedE errors
that approach 0.4 K. Additionally, the estimated temperatures
from each compensation method are shown in Table I with close
agreement observed between both methods.
The previous results used the known pixel emissivity to esti-
mate pixel temperature; however, this is unrealistic in real-world
conditions since pixel emissivity is not known beforehand. Next,
TES is applied to the HSI data to compare compensation perfor-
mance. A total of 2048 temperatures between 280 and 350 K are
considered to maximize the smoothness of the estimated emis-
sivity spectra with a seven-point local averaging filter based on
the method presented in [7]. The mean TES estimated emissivity
spectra are shown in Fig. 12, where both DAC and FLAASH-IR
provide similar estimates. The FLAASH-IR estimates are de-
rived from the TES method described in [7] to compare TUD
predictions, rather than using the reported emissivity within the
FLAASH-IR software.
It is important to note the estimated ILS agreed closely with
the observed measurements. Errors in ILS estimation will impact
the DAC algorithm just as they would any other atmospheric
compensation approach. An area of future work to allow DAC
to efficiently operate over a time-varying ILS is to train the
entire model on higher resolution TUD vectors and downsample
predictions to the current ILS estimate.
Numerous target detection algorithms exist differing in back-
ground clutter modeling, subpixel replacement strategies, and
detection statistic calculation. For many algorithms, detection
statistics are based on a spectral angle measurement between
a known emissivity measurement and the extracted emissivity
from TES. Using the TES emissivity estimates, spectral angles
are calculated using the measured emissivity spectra with spec-
tral angle error θ shown in Fig. 13. Lower spectral angle errors for
the DAC algorithm are observed across all materials supporting
the utility of this approach for target detection scenarios.
The φ(X) network can use any number of pixels since the
max decomposition is performed along the pixel axis. Varying
the set size from 5 to 200 pixels and calculating the spectral
angle error after conducting TES is shown in Fig. 14. Using
only 5 pixels does not contain enough information to accurately
predict the scene TUD vector leading to higher spectral angle
error. The model was trained using sets of 50 pixels; however,
from Fig. 14, only 10 pixels are needed for this cube. For more
diverse scenes such as urban areas, additional pixels are expected
to further improve TUD prediction accuracy.
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Next, a data cube collected at an altitude of 1.2 km is consid-
ered to demonstrate DAC performance at a new altitude. This
cube was collected in the afternoon 5 d after the previous cube
collection. Weather was noted as clear sky conditions during
this collection. Fig. 15 shows the predicted TUD vector and
the resulting spectral angle error after applying TES. While
radiosonde data is not available to compare atmospheric state
vectors between the data cubes, a significant change in τˆ(λ) and
Lˆa(λ) is noted between the collects.
Finally, inference time is another important factor to consider
when deploying these methods in real-world scenarios. The
DAC algorithm benefits from accelerated computation using
a graphics card; however, to compare inference time between
FLAASH-IR and DAC, both methods were tested on an Intel
i7-4710MQ processor. Inference time for DAC was on average
0.35 s, while FLAASH-IR took approximately 67 s not including
lookup table generation. Running DAC on an Nvidia RTX 2060
mobile graphics card reduced inference time to 0.24 s. The
DAC inference times include automatic pixel selection using
the spectral angle method detailed in (14).
IV. CONCLUSION
The use of in-scene atmospheric compensation algorithms
allows for efficient estimation of key components in the LWIR
radiative transfer equation but typically with higher error versus
their model-based counterparts. This study has presented a hy-
brid approach, dependent on previously generated MODTRAN
data but applicable to a wide range of conditions and altitudes.
The inference step only requires in-scene data, without the need
for lookup table generation, making this method applicable
for real-time predictions. We demonstrated comparable perfor-
mance to FLAASH-IR with an inference time of 0.24 s using a
mobile graphics card. This computational speedup is important
for efficiently dealing with the large volumes of data generated
by modern LWIR sensors.
A key enabler of the DAC algorithm presented here was the
use of permutation-invariant neural network layers. This ap-
proach allowed the model to estimate the underlying TUD vector
from in-scene data without generating spatially resolved hyper-
spectral data cubes. Additionally, permutation-invariant layers
were necessary to handle the diversity of possible at-sensor
radiance pixel sets, derived from varying materials, material
temperatures, and atmospheric conditions.
The results and analysis presented included both synthetic
data and collected HSI, confirming that this method generalizes
to real-world conditions. The entire training pipeline can be
retooled for a particular sensor, only requiring a modified ILS
for training data generation. There is a wide range of future
work in this area, including testing against additional measured
HSI data sets, varying types of AE models, pixel selection
strategies, and modifications to the DAC network. Future work
will also consider off-NADIR sensor zenith angles and modifi-
cations to the neural network architecture to support this addi-
tional information in the data compression and TUD estimation
steps.
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